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THE PAPER COLUMN
1■11' , 	by Peter Huntoon

TERRITORIAL CENSUS-
STATUS REPORT

I N 1980, when I wrote the SPMC book TERRITO-
RIALS, I had data on some 400 territorial notes. Many
of these sightings were gleaned from John Hickman's

extensive files on known Nationals. Between 1980 and 1982,
the total number of reported territorials grew by about 200
notes to 600 as reported in the September-October, 1982 issue
of PAPER MONEY. Today the total stands at 677 pieces.
The majority of the new additions were previously
unrecorded notes from the First National Bank of Honolulu,
Territory of Hawaii.

Both Hickman and I are convinced that there are a lot
more territorials yet to be discovered, but it is my opinion
that the statistics that we now have provide a valid indicator
of the distribution of these rare notes, and very accurately
reveal the relative rarity by bank and territory.

CURRENT STATISTICS

Notes have been reported from 211 of the 605 large size
issuing territorial banks, which means that only 35 percent of
the issuing banks are currently represented. At this time, one
note is known for each 8700 issued. Both the number of
banks known and rate of survival are well below national
averages for Nationals as a whole, which reflects the generally
older age of the territorial issues and the fact that they were
issued in locations which proved to be poor environments for
their survival.

DISTRIBUTION

Table 1 summarizes the various statistics now available
on the territorial issues. In most cases the ratios of known
notes versus totals issued closely follows the 1 per 8700 ratio
for each of the territories. However, there are some startling
exceptions. Territories that are heavily over-represented by
known notes are the Island of Porto Rico (1 per 1300 issued),
District of Alaska (1 per 1000 issued), and Alaska undesig-
nated (1 per 700 issued). Rumor has it that more $5 1902 Red
Seal sheets are still in the woods, which would further tilt the
survival statistics for District of Alaska notes.

Territories that are far under-represented include Idaho
(1 per 19,000 issued), and Washington and Nebraska each
with 1 per 30,000 issued. The rarity of the Nebraskas can be
attributed to the antiquity of its territorial issues. The last
Nebraska territorials were printed in 1881 (notice this was 14
years after statehood), but still very long ago for good sur-
vival. Washington and Idaho seem to me to be under-repre-
sented, and I predict that a number of territorials will even-

tually be discovered from both locations as collectors in those
locations ferret out some virgin material.

DOZEN MOST REPORTED BANKS

Table 2 shows the most common territorial banks in
terms of recorded specimens. The 12 banks listed on Table 2
combined account for slightly less than half the known terri-
torial notes. This startling statistic has important ramifi-
cations. The remaining 593 territorial banks share only 370
known notes, or an average of less than one specimen each !
Once you get away from the big 12 on Table 2, great scarcity
is virtually assured.

If you study Table 1, you will find that only 15 percent
of the Dakota banks that issued are represented by known
notes. The same statistic for the territories of Idaho, Wyo-
ming, Oklahoma, Indian, and Utah stands in the 30 percent
range. Clearly there are a lot of great territorial banks waiting
to be discovered. Notes from 80 percent of the Hawaii banks
have been discovered. This leaves only the First National
Bank of Paia. Just watch blood pressures rise if one of those
comes to light !

TYPE NOTES

Presently I believe that First Charter aces from Pueblo,
Territory of Colorado (1833) and Yankton, Dakota Territory
(2068) are severely under-represented, even though these
banks made the big 12 list on Table 2. Similarly, the First
Charter black charter $5's from Central City, Territory of
Colorado (2129), are under-represented. The reason in each
case is that the notes come from old, high-grade hoards that
hit the market long before Nationals became popular. The
result was that most of the contents of the hoards were
sold—believe it or not—as type notes for their respective
series. They ended up scattered about the country in early
type collections. Many of these old type collections are now
buried, awaiting rediscovery. Realize that there are more
black charter Central City's than there are surviving
specimens from all the other black charter banks combined!
At least when they were discovered there was something
going for them that helped move them in an otherwise slow
market !

TWO-TOWN BANK

Seven of the territorial banks issued territorial notes
bearing two different town names. They either moved or the
town name changed. As I compiled data on the known notes,
I was delighted to discover that one of these banks is rep-
resented by notes from both towns. The bank is charter 5733
of Oklahoma Territory, originally the First National Bank of
Fort Sill, later the City National bank of Lawton. Unfor-
tunately, the pair does not reside in one collection!

NUMBER ONE SURVIVORS

I presently count 45 bank serial number 1 notes in the
known list. This represents 7 percent of the total and reveals
that many of these notes were saved originally as keepsakes
by the proud bankers who issued them.
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This great New Mexico territorial was discovered recently in Montreal, Canada.

GREAT NEW FINDS

The greatest finds in the past year or so include one
stellar attraction, a $5 Brown Back on the First National
Bank of Wailuku, Territory of Hawaii. The note grades
about vf, has serial number 4, and was handled by Allen
Mincho of Cedar Park, Texas. The best 1902 Red Seal to turn
up lately is a nice vg-f $10 from the First National Bank of
Texico, Territory of New Mexico. This discovery piece sports
strong penned signatures and is serial 251 from 420 sheets of
10-10-10-20 Red Seals issued.

For condition and romance, you can't beat two AU $1
First Charter Original Series notes from the First National
Bank of Santa Fe, Territory of New Mexico. These were dis-
covered in Montreal, Canada. The story goes that these two
pieces, consecutively numbered from the 239th sheet, were
carried back to Canada by an adventurous Canadian traveler
who visited Santa Fe when the notes were issued in 1871 or
1872. When you think of the logistics of that trip—a signifi-
cant part of it was by stage coach—you have to appreciate
these handsome notes even more. I marvel that they survived,
let alone survived in virtually uncirculated condition.

HONOLULU NOTES

Since I began my territorial census, I have worried that
notes from the giant First National Bank of Honolulu were
under-represented in my totals. That situation has finally
been corrected through the considerate efforts of a number of
dealers and collectors. At this time, 117 of the known terri-
torials, or 17 percent of the known total, consist of Honolulu
notes. The First National Bank of Honolulu issued 978,912
large size territorials, which represents 17 percent of the large
size territorial issue. How is that for a statistical comparison !
I do expect the Honolulu total to increase significantly, prob-
ably at a rate faster than the other territories.

UNREPORTED VARIETIES

There are but a few great territorial types left to be dis-
covered. Tops among these are an 1882 Brown Back from
Juneau, Territory of Alaska, and a 1902 Red Seal from
Hawaii. Only 3080 Brown Backs were issued in Juneau. The
Hawaii Red Seal total amounts to 4356 notes sparsely dis-
tributed between Lahaina (8101) and Kahului (8207).

Miracles do happen. A couple of years ago we had no
idea that there was such a thing as a Territory of Alaska note

until an 1882 Date Back from Juneau turned up in St. Louis.
At that same time a 1902 Date Back from Porto Rico was
also high on the unknown list. One of those—a $10—sub-
sequently appeared. Both survived from miniscule issuances,
thus giving me hope that a Brown Back Alaska or Red Seal
Hawaii may eventually show.

THE J. L. IRISH ACHIEVEMENT

Only one complete territorial collection is presently pos-
sible because the Territory of Alaska is represented by only a
single note. The probability of forming such a set is virtually
insurmountable because all the key notes are scattered far and
wide, and very tightly held. As improbable as it may seem,
one collector with foresight and terrific determination
attempted this set—astonishingly he succeeded! J. L. Irish
was that person. He began his collection as a relative late-
comer to the hobby in 1968. Many territorial collections were
in advanced stages when he arrived on the scene. Battling tre-
mendous odds and extremely stiff competition, he completed
his territorial collection in 1981. His last requirement was an
Idaho territorial. The one he got is the highest grade Idaho
territorial known, an xf $10 Brown Back on the First National
Bank of Lewiston, charter 2972. Appropriately, the note
bears serial number 1. J. L. Irish died this past fall. His
achievement serves as a great monument which will forever
commemorate him as an extraordinary numismatist who did
not understand the word impossible.

STRANGE OKLAHOMA TERRITORIAL

One surprise has revealed itself in the Oklahoma terri-
torial Brown Back issues from the State National Bank of
Oklahoma City. The bank was chartered with this title in
1893. Apparently the words state and territory did not seem
consistent to the engraver, so "territory" was omitted from
the plate. The result was 5920 sheets of 10-10-10-20 Brown
Backs dated February 11, 1893 which carry the Rosecrans-
Nebeker treasury signatures but not the word territory. When
Oklahoma was admitted to statehood in 1907, a new 10-10-
10-20 Brown Back plate was prepared for the bank with the
statehood date and the then-current treasury signatures.
Three of the "undesignated" territorial notes have been
recorded. You can see a photo of one in the October 31, 1983
Hickman and Oakes Auction Catalog, page 52. These notes
are territorials and I count them as such in my totals. They
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Table 1. Census of Known Large Size Territorial Notes and the Number of Reported Banks That Issued Them.

Number of Notes Number Survival Number of Reported Percent
Territory Reported Issued (1 Per # Issued) Banks Banks Reported Banks

Territory of Alaska 1 6792 6792 1 1 100

Territory of Idaho 4 76524 19131 8 3 37

Territory of Nebraska 5 152276 30455 3 2 66

Territory of Washington 8 244654 30581 40 7 17

Alaska — Undesignated 9 6224 691 1 1 100

Territory of Wyoming 10 97848 9784 11 4 36

Island of Porto Rico 12 15414 1284 1 1 100

Territory of Utah 25 221208 8848 17 5 29

Territory of Dakota 25 412118 16484 74 11 14

Territory of Arizona 26 365494 14057 18 13 72

Territory of Montana 31 280764 9056 25 10 40

Territory of Colorado 54 450806 8348 13 9 69

District of Alaska 54 57424 1063 1 1 100

Territory of Oklahoma 82 629752 7679 158 52 32

Indian Territory 100 942276 9422 175 61 34

Territory of New Mexico 108 902352 8355 55 27 49

Territory of Hawaii 123 1013412 8239 5 4 80

Summary 677 5875338 8678 605 211 35

NOTICE: There were 606 territorial banks; however, Ketchikan, Alaska, issued only small size notes. Alaska-undesignated indicates the
Juneau 1902 notes which do not carry the territorial label.

Table 2. The dozen most reported territorial banks.	 Table 3. Current statistics on the known notes from the First National
Bank of Honolulu, Hawaii (5550).

Reported
Bank
	

Charter Notes 	 Number Known

First National Bank of Honolulu, Hawaii

First National Bank of Fairbanks, Alaska

First National Bank of Santa Fe, New Mexico

Deseret National Bank of Salt Lake City, Utah

First National Bank of Albuquerque, New Mexico

Colorado National Bank of Denver, Colorado

First National Bank of Central City, Colorado

First National Bank of Raton, New Mexico

First National Bank of Porto Rico at San Juan

First National Bank of Pueblo, Colorado

First National Bank of Denver, Colorado

First National Bank of Yankton, Dakota

join the Otoe County National Bank of Nebraska Territory
(1417) 10-10-10-20 First Charter plate (see TERRITORIALS,
page 25), and the First National Bank of Juneau, Alaska
(5117) 10-10-10-20 1902 plate (see TERRITORIALS, page
54), as oddities which do not carry territorial labels.

Another State National Bank which was organized dur-
ing territorial days was the State National Bank of Artesia,
Territory of New Mexico. Notes from this bank carry the
territorial label as shown on page 162 of TERRITORIALS.
Apparently the state/territory conflict did not bother later
plate makers.

Total	 117

POSTSCRIPT

Since the day I first learned about National Bank Notes
in 1963, nothing has quickened my pulse like the word terri-
tory on the face of a note. For years I dreamed of owning
such a piece—hopefully from my home of Arizona. As
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shown on Table 1, Arizona territorials have proven to be very
scarce, so I was forced to wait years for my first. Actually the
first territorial that came my way was an xf $20 1902 Red Seal
from Alamogordo, Territory of New Mexico, a flaming rarity
if there ever was one. The first Arizona territorial did not
come my way for another four years. It was worth waiting
for—an 1882 Date Back $10 on Clifton, a scarce location to
say the least.

I assume that my experience is rather typical of our
collecting fraternity. The stuff worth waiting for just doesn't

fall into your lap—you have to earn your right to own it
through patience, digging, and ultimately a genuine appreci-
ation of what you hold.

If you possess a territorial or two, I would very much
appreciate learning about them. Send preferably a photocopy
and list the grade. Be sure the serials are readable on the
copy. All I can offer in exchange is a listing of known notes
from that area and the thrill I will get in sharing your find.
Peter Huntoon, P.O. Box 3681, Laramie, WY 82071.

Mismatched Serial Numbers

by JIM GREENE

The newly-discovered mismatched serial number suffix
letter of the 32-subject sheet on Boston has created a great
deal of interest in this area of error note collecting. Mis-
matched serials occur in two different ways: the human error
of incorrectly setting the automatic numbering machine, and
the clogging of one or more of the eight cylinders during the
printing process. A clogged cylinder may remain clogged and
repeat the identical serial on numerous notes, or it may free
itself and continue in a normal way but with a different serial
than the other side of the note.

It would have to be assumed that a mismatched prefix or
suffix letter would be human error. These are far scarcer than
numeral mismatches, with only four varieties known to the
author.

Information for the following listing of mismatches
known to me has been gathered over a long period of time. It
is by no means complete. The range between low and high
serial numbers does not necessarily represent the number of

notes that reached circulation. Entire packs of mismatched
notes have been returned to the Bureau of Engraving and
Printing by banks catching the error. One of the most surpris-
ing characteristics is the large number of mismatched serials
with only a single example known.

The accompanying photograph of a 1963 FRN shows the
beginning of a mismatch due to a clogging cylinder. The top
note with a partially turned digit was printed prior to the bot-
tom note which has the completed mismatched serial. The
note printed between these two was removed by an inspector
and replaced with a star. The finder of these notes failed to
keep the next note in the group.

Appreciation is expressed to the many kind dealers who
allowed the copying of mismatched serials in their stock and
to the many collectors who have been so gracious in proving
information from their collection and from observations.
Owners of mismatched serials are invited to send additional
information to correct and update existing information.
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